
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

➤Analyzing failed test cases, investigating the root cause, an

discussing solutions with the development team

➤Buildup and further development of central test processes and

methods

➤Creation of test specifications and test cases

➤Tests planning and execution 

➤Preparation of test results and initial error analysis

➤Manage test concepts and present them to test managers, product

owners, and developers

OUR REQUIREMENTS

➤Completed vocational training as an IT specialist, for example in the

field of system integration or application development or

corresponding professional experience 

➤ Experience in test planning (software, hardware, test automation),

ideally in the automotive sector

➤ Solid knowledge of current test tools and methods according to

standards (e.g., ISTQB)

➤ Valid driver's license

➤ Fluent German and English

➤ Programming and scripting skills in, e.g., Python, Java is an

advantage

➤ Experience in telematics, digital services, IoT or infotainment is an

advantage

PIXIDA GmbH

www.pixida.jobs

OUR BENEFITS

➤International work

environment in one of

Germany’s most

exciting cities

➤Highly innovative, agile 

and unique team with a 

great working culture

➤Some of the most 

prestigious customers 

in high-tech

➤Competitive

compensation and 

various benefits in the

areas of sport/health, 

work/life, mobility and 

fun

➤Appealing, state-of-the-

art office & work

equipment

➤Room for

independence, 

personal growth and 

creativity

➤Professional 

development concept 

including constant and 

individual trainings

MUNICH | Ingolstadt | Porto

Test Engineer Connected Car

We are looking for a Test Engineer to join our team to test and 

implement cutting-edge automotive technologies and features. If you 

have a passion for connected cars and want to be part of a validation 

process for series production readiness, this opportunity is for you! 

APPLY NOW!   karriere@pixida.de

Pixida is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer! We are committed to a work environment that supports, 

inspires, and respects all individuals and in which all aspects of employment are applied without discrimination. 

Therefore we encourage all individuals to apply!


